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Publications

Articles in Refereed Journals

None this quarter

Books


Chapters in Books


Articles in Conference Proceedings


Other Publications


Presentations (not included in conference proceedings above)


Nissen, M.E. “Computational Organization Design and Experimentation,” invited presentation, School of Business Research Seminar, University of San Diego, San Diego, CA (October 2013).


Grants and Funding

Gallup, S.P., Wood, B.P., ROGUE (Rapid Open Geospatial User Environment) JCTD (Joint Capabilities Technology Demonstration) OTA (Operational Test Agency), Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and US Southern Command; $50,000, (POP through 30 September 2014).


Jaeger, A.W., Center for Asymmetric Warfare (CAW), Information Sciences Department: "FBI Information Sharing Initiative", Federal Bureau of Investigation. $420,000.

Jaeger, A.W., Center for Asymmetric Warfare (CAW), Information Sciences Department: “Pesiedon Program: Synthesis of current information regarding response times for underwater IED’s in CONUS port and harbors”, USNORAD/NORTHCOM (JIEDDO). $325,000.

Zhao, Y., Gallup, S., MacKinnon, D., NPS acquisition Program for the FY14 research project: “Application of Lexical Link Analysis Web Service to Acquisition Visibility Portal.” $100,000 awarded October 2013.

Awards


Significant Professional Activities

None this quarter

PhD Student Accomplishments

Joe Billingsley was promoted to the rank of Major in the U.S. Army in April, with a ceremony officiated by U.S. Navy Captain Wayne Porter.